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Abstract. Knowledge discovery aims at bringing out coherent groups of
entities. It is usually based on clustering which necessitates defining a no-
tion of similarity between the relevant entities. In this paper, we propose
to divert a supervised machine learning technique (namely Conditional
Random Fields, widely used for supervised labeling tasks) in order to
calculate, indirectly and without supervision, similarities among text se-
quences. Our approach consists in generating artificial labeling problems
on the data to reveal regularities between entities through their labeling.
We describe how this framework can be implemented and experiment it
on two information extraction/discovery tasks. The results demonstrate
the usefulness of this unsupervised approach, and open many avenues for
defining similarities for complex representations of textual data.
1 Introduction
Labeling sequences are tasks of particular interest for NLP (part-of-speech
tagging, semantic annotation, information extraction, etc.). Many tools
have been proposed, but in recent years, the Conditional Random Fields
(CRF [1]) have emerged as the most effective for many applications. These
models are supervised machine learning: examples of sequences with their
labels are required.
The work presented in this paper is placed in a different context in
which the goal is to bring out information from these sequences. So, we
fit in a task of knowledge discovery in which supervision is not applicable:
the aim is to discover how the data can be grouped into categories that
make sense rather than providing these categories from expert knowl-
edge. Therefore, these discovery tasks are based most often on clustering
[2,3,4]; the crucial question is how to calculate the similarity between two
interesting entities. In this paper, we propose to divert CRF by producing
fake labeling problems in order to make appear entities that are regularly
labeled the same way. Of these regularities is then built a notion of sim-
ilarity between entities, which is thus defined by extension and not by
intention.
On the application point of view, in addition to the use for knowl-
edge discovery, the similarities obtained by our approach or the clusters
produced can be used upstream of supervised tasks:
– it can be used to reduce the cost of data annotation. It is indeed easier
to label a cluster than annotate a text instance by instance.
– it can help to identify classes difficult to discriminate, or on the con-
trary exhibit classes whose instances are very diverse. It then makes
it possible to adapt the supervised classification task by changing the
set of labels.
In the remainder of this article, we position our work in the state-of-
the-art and briefly present CRF by introducing some useful concepts for
the rest of the article. We then describe in Section 3 the principle of our
discovery approach using supervised ML technique in an unsupervised
mode for discovery tasks. Two experiments of this approach are then
proposed in Sections 4 and 5, before presenting conclusions and future
work in the last section.
2 Related Work
Many NLP tasks are nowadays considered as supervised ML problems:
they suppose the existence of a set of pre-defined classes, and, of course,
examples belonging to these classes. Yet, several studies have proposed
moving to a non-supervised framework. Some of these studies are not,
strictly speaking, about non-supervision but rather about semi-supervision
since their goal is to limit the number of sequences to be annotated.
It is particularly the case for the recognition of named entities; indeed,
many studies rely on external knowledge bases (e.g. Wikipedia) or extrac-
tion rules given by an expert as a bootstrap [5,6,7]. Let us also mention
the work on Part-of-Speech tagging without annotated data by HMM
[8], Bayesian training [9], integer programming [10] or other approaches
[11,12]. Similar work has been proposed, along with other formal frame-
works for named entities [13,14]. More recently, entity linking tasks have
been explored [15], their goal is to link a string mention in a document
to an existing entry/category in a database. In all cases, the perspective
of these studies is different than ours as they do not adopt a knowledge
discovery setting: they are all based on a tagset already established.
The framework that we adopt in this paper is different: we aim at
making categories emerge from unannotated data. Unlike previously cited
work, we do not make any a priori on the possible label set. The task is
therefore a clustering one, in which similar elements from the sequences
should be grouped, as it was done for example by [4] for some named
entities. Clustering words is not a new task in itself, but it relies on the
definition of a representation for words (typically a context vector) and
a measure of distance (or similarity, typically a cosine). Our approach
aims to use the discriminative power of ML tools to provide a more effec-
tive measure of similarity. The goal is therefore to turn these techniques
from supervised into unsupervised for determining the similarity between
any two elements of sequences. In this paper, we report experiments us-
ing CRF, which has proved its efficiency for numerous supervised tasks
[16,17,18,19, inter alia], but it is worth noting that the whole approach
can be applied with other ML methods.
This way of diverting supervised machine learning techniques to bring
out similarities in complex unlabeled data has been used for data mining.
It was demonstrated as very useful for propositional data (i.e. described
by feature-value pairs) for which defining a similarity was difficult (non
numeric attributes, bias of a definition ex nihilo). Different ML methods
have been used in this framework, including Decision Trees and Random
Forests [20,21,22]. The approach consists in generating a large number
of artificial learning problems, with generated synthetic data that are
mixed with the real data, and then in stating what data are classified
together regularly. Our approach fits into this framework, but exploits the
peculiarities of CRF in order to take into account the sequential nature
of textual data.
CRFs [1] are undirected graphical models that represent the proba-
bility distribution of annotations (or labels, or tags) y conditionally on
observations x. More precisely, in the case of sequences like sentences,
the conditional probability P (y|x) is defined through the weighted sum
of feature functions f and g. They are usually binary functions satisfying
a certain combination of labels and attributes describing the observations
and applied at each sequence position: f functions characterize the local
relations between the current label in position i and observations; func-
tions g characterize the transitions between the nodes of the graph, that
is, between each pair of labels at position i and i − 1, and the sequence
of observations. These functions are defined by the user according to his
knowledge of the application; their weights reflect their importance to de-
termine the class. Learning CRF consists in estimating these weights (the
vector of weights is noted θ hereafter) from training data. Indeed, from N
labeled sequences, the vector θ is searched as the one that maximizes the
log-likelihood of the model on these labeled sequences. In practice, this
optimization problem is solved by using quasi-Newton algorithms, like
L-BFGS [23]. After the learning phase, the application of CRF to new
data consists in finding the most probable sequence of labels y∗ given a
(previously unseen) sequence of observations x. As for other stochastic
methods, y∗ is generally obtained with a Viterbi algorithm.
3 Principles of the unsupervised model
This section describes the principle of our approach. An overview is first
given through an algorithm depicting the whole process. We then detail
some crucial points, as well as more insights about the practical use of
this method.
3.1 General principle
As we explained above, the main idea of this approach is to derive a
distance (or similarity) from repeated classifications of two objects for
random learning tasks. The more often objects are detected as belonging
to a same class, the closer they are supposed to be. The approach chiefly
relies on the fact that CRF will make it possible to exhibit similarity
between words by assigning them repeatedly identical labels in varied
learning conditions. As for bagging [24], the learning process is repeated
several times with different settings in order to change the learning bias.
For this, several random choices are being implemented at each iteration;
they concern:
– the sequences used for learning;
– the labels (number and distribution);
– the feature functions describing words.
These supervised learning tasks on artificial problems should confer, with
their variety, important properties of the similarity obtained. It naturally
handles complex descriptions (for instance the various attributes of the
current word, the word neighbours); it operates a selection of variables
by construction, and thus takes into account descriptor redundancies or
ignores those of poor quality, and is robust to outliers.
Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the process. The sequential classi-
fication with CRF is repeated many times with varying data labels (the
ωi are fake classes) and learning parameters (feature functions, training
set Etrain). The model is then applied to the data not used as training
set, called ’out-of-bag’ (EOoB). Pair of words (xi, xj) receiving same la-
bels are memorized, and these co-labelings, kept in the matrix Mco-label.
Algorithm 1 Clustering by CRF
1: input: Etotal: non labeled sequences
2: for great number of iterations do
3: Etrain, EOoB ← Divide(Etotal)
4: Randomly choose labels yi among ω1...ωL for sequences in Etrain
5: Randomly generate a set of feature functions f and g
6: Infer: θ ← L-BFGS(Etrain,y,f ,g)
7: Apply: y∗ = argmaxy p(θ,f,g)(y|x) for each x ∈ EOoB
8: for all classe ωl among ω1...ωL do




j = ωl do
10: Mco-label(xi, xj)+ = weight(xi, xj , ωl)
11: Msim ← Transform(Mco-label)
12: return Clustering(Msim)
From this matrix, similarities between each pairs can be derived (possibly
with a simple normalization of the co-label counts) and then used by the
clustering algorithm.
3.2 Random learning
Of course, as we have already pointed out, the important role of random-
ness does not prevent the user to control the task through different bias.
This is reflected for example by the provision of rich descriptions of words:
part-of-speech tags of the sequences, semantic information of the words...
This is also reflected in the definition of the set of feature functions from
which the algorithm can draw the functions f and g at each iteration. In
the experiments reported below, these functions are those usually used for
Named Entity recognition : word-form, part-of-speech and upper or lower
case status from the current word, the 3 preceding and the 3 following,
bigrams built from these features... Concerning the sets Etrain and EOoB,
at each iteration, 5% sentences are randomly chosen as the training set
and the remaining serves as application set.
3.3 About random labels
In many applications, the task of clustering is only useful for a subset
of the words/phrases in the texts. In this context, it is very common to
use BIO type labels that can model multi-word entities (B indicates an
entity beginning, I the continuity, O is for words outside entities). Table 1
presents an example of artificial sequences derived from the data used in
Section 5:
x
l’ audience entre nicolas sarkozy et maı^tre wade ...
DET NC PREP NP NP COO NC NP ...
y O O O B-fake140 I-fake140 O B-fake25 B-fake3 ...
Table 1. Example of sequence with observations (words, parts-of-speech) and fake
labels
This external knowledge is part of the essential biases needed to con-
trol the process of unsupervised learning and to ensure that it applies
to the specific needs of the user. But it is important to note that this
knowledge about which entities have to be considered is not the same
than the one that we aim to discover via clustering. In the first case, it
consists in spotting the entities while in the second case, it consists in
making emerge classes of entities without a priori.
It is possible in this latter case to assume that we know how to delimit
the interesting entities in the sequences; this is the assumption made in
several studies on the classification of named entities [13,14,4]. It is also,
of course, possible to consider this problem as a learning problem itself for
which the user must provide some examples. In both cases, this requires
expertise, provided either by intention (objective criteria to define enti-
ties) or extension (cf. Subsection 5.2). Each of the experiments reported
below adopts one of these two cases.
The choice of the number of the fake labels, as well as their distribu-
tion, is important (yet, it has to be underline that the number of labels
does not directly impact on the number of clusters that will be eventually
generated). A very high number of fake labels may produce a model diffi-
cult to infer (CRF complexity is very dependent on the number of labels),
and may also result, when applied to EOoB, in data with few entities shar-
ing the same labels. On the opposite side, if too few random labels are
used for the inference step, the model obtained may be not discriminative
enough and thus may produce fortuitous co-labeling in EOoB. Of course,
all of this is also dependent on the many other parameters of the inference.
For instance, the feature functions may allow or not over-fitting, and thus
possibly prevent or favour co-labeling of entities. The size of Etrain, and
more specifically the number of entities that may receive the same fake
label is also important : if, on a systematic basis, many training entities
from probably different classes share the same fake label, the model will
tend to be not discriminating enough.
In order to correctly take into account these phenomena, it would be
necessary to characterize, before the labeling step and ideally before the
inference step, the tendency of the model to discriminate entities enough
or not. Unfortunately, such an a priori criterion is difficult to formalize.
Instead, we use a simple a posteriori regularization: the co-labeling of two
entities is considered as more informative if few entities have received this
label. This is implemented as a weight function used when updating the
Mco-label matrix. In practice, in the experiments reported below, this
weighting function is defined as: weight(xi, xj , ωl) =
1
|{xk|yk=ωl}|
and the number of labels is randomly chosen between 10 and 50 at each
iteration.
For some discovery tasks, according to the particular knowledge avail-
able for them, it is also possible to bias the distribution of the random
labels in the training set. For instance, if one knows that every occurrence
of an entity necessarily belongs to the same class, it is important to im-
plement this constraint in the training step. The experiment detailed in
Section 4 falls within this framework.
3.4 Clustering
The final step of clustering can be implemented in various ways using
different techniques and tools. The famous k-means algorithm requires
centroid calculations during the process; this is of course not suitable for
our non-metric space, but its variant k-medoids, which uses an object as
a representative of a cluster, does not require other similarity/distance
measures than those provided by Msim.
Let us underline here that in discovery tasks, the number of clusters
to be produced is of course unknown. For our part, in the experiments
presented in Sections 4 and 5, another clustering technique is considered,
namely Markov Clustering (MCL). This technique was originally devel-
oped for partitioning large graphs [25]. Its advantage over k-medoids is
that it does not require to set a priori the number of clusters expected,
and it also avoids the problem of initialization of these clusters. We there-
fore consider only our objects (words or other entities of the sequences)
as vertices of a graph whose edges are valued based on the similarity
contained in Msim.
3.5 Operational aspects
The iterative process proposed in this paper is obviously expensive but
easily parallelizable. In the experiments reported below, the number of
iterations was set to 1,000; with such a high number of iterations, the
results obtained are stable and can be reproduced despite the several
random steps of the algorithm. The main sources of cost in terms of
Time Report
80mn Zigic donne quelques frayeurs a` Gallas et consorts en contro^lant un
ballon chaud a` gauche des 16 me`tres au devant du Gunner. Le Valencian
se trompe dans son contro^le et la France peut souffler.
82mn Changement ope´re´ par Raymond Domenech avec l’entre´e d’Alou Diarra a`
la place de Sidney Govou, pour les dernie`res minutes. Une manie`re de
colmater les bre^ches actuelles ?
Table 2. Excerpt of a minute-by-minute football report
computation time are learning CRF models and the application of these
models to label data. The complexity of these steps depends on many
parameters, including the size of the training sample, the variety of obser-
vations (x), the number of random classes (ω), the attributes considered
(feature functions f and g)... To minimize the impact of this cost, we
use an implementation of CRF wapiti that optimizes standard inference
algorithms [26].
4 Experimental validation: classification of proper names
For this first experiment, we consider the problem and data of [4]. The
goal is to bring out the various classes of proper names in football (soc-
cer) summaries. More specifically, in their experiments, the authors have
attempted to classify names at the corpus level: all occurrences of a same
proper name are considered to belong to a unique entity and thus to a
unique class. Therefore, in this dataset, entities are not considered as poly-
semous; even if that point is debatable, we adopt here the same framework
than [4].
4.1 Task and data
The corpus is composed of minute-by-minute match reports in French,
taken from various websites. Important events of almost every minute of
a match are described (see Table 2): player replacements, fouls, goals...
These data have been manually annotated by experts according to
classes defined to meet specific application requirements [27]. These an-
notations constitute a ground truth: it defines what could be interesting
classes, and it associates each proper name to a class (see Figure 1). Note
that the classes are very unbalanced with a large player class.
Fig. 1. Distribution of proper names in the
football ground truth (number of unique
names)
Fig. 2. Clustering evaluation (ARI %);
football dataset
4.2 Performance measures
Since our task of discovery relies on a final stage of clustering, it is evalu-
ated as such. Evaluation of clustering tasks is always difficult: evaluation
through external criteria requires to have a reference clustering (ground
truth) whose relevance can always be discussed, but the internal criteria
(e.g., a measure of cohesion of clusters) are known not to be reliable [28].
We therefore prefer the external evaluation: the clustering obtained by
our process is compared with the ground truth produced by experts.
To do this, various evaluation metrics have been proposed, such as
purity or Rand Index [29]. These measures, however, have a low discrim-
inating power and tend to be overly optimistic when the ground truth
contains classes of very different sizes [30]. We therefore prefer the Ad-
justed Rand Index (ARI), a version of the Rand index taking into account
the agreement by chance, which has become a standard measure for clus-
tering evaluation and is known to be robust. As secondary measures, we
also indicate, when possible, V-measure, normalized mutual information
and adjusted purity. Their study and definitions can be found in [31].
4.3 Implementation and results
To test our clustering method by CRF, the corpus was part-of-speech
tagged; we use BIO annotation scheme to generate the fake labels. In this
particular application, we take the assumption of [13,14]: entities to cat-
egorize are supposed to be known and defined. In practice, it means that
the random labels are only generated for these entities; the other words in
the corpus receive the label ’O ’. Functions f and g are those convention-
ally used in information extraction: functions f bind the current label yi
to observations (word-form and part-of-speech of the current word in xi,
word-form and part-of-speech in xi−1, xi−2 xi+1, xi+2, or combinations of
these features), the functions g bind two successive labels (yi−1, yi). Since
the task here is to classify proper nouns at the corpus level and not at
the occurrence level, we force two occurrences of a same name to have
the same label when generating random labels (step 4 of the algorithm).
However, since the CRF models annotate at the occurrence level, the
matrix Mco-label keeps track of the occurrence classifications. The trans-
formation step (step 11) transforms this matrix into a similarity matrix
Msim of proper names in the corpus by summing the rows and columns
concerning the different instances of the same names.
The results of our approach are given in Fig. 2 in terms of ARI (per-
centage, 0 is a random clustering or a all-in-one clustering, and 100 is for
a clustering identical to the ground truth). For comparison purposes, we
report the results of [4]; these were obtained using vector description of
the contexts of each entity, either as a single vector, or as bags of vectors,
with suited similarity functions. The clustering step is performed with the
same algorithm MCL than for our system. MCL has a parameter called
inflation rate that affects indirectly the number of clusters produced. For
a fair comparison, the results reported for each method are those for
which this setting is optimal for the evaluation measure ARI. In these
experiments, it corresponds to 12 clusters with the CRF-based similarity,
and 11 for the n-gram bag-of-vectors.
These results emphasize the interest of our approach compared to
more standard representations and similarities. The few differences be-
tween the clusters formed by our approach and the ground truth classes
focus on the class other. This class contains the names of individuals
appearing in various contexts (personality giving the kickoff, appearing
in the audience...), with too few regularity to allow CRF, no more than
other methods, to succeed at bringing out a similarity. It is worth noting
that the density of entity in this corpus, and the fact that any entity is
very likely to appear often in various contexts makes the corpus and the
discovery task particular. It may explain why some errors reported by [4]
as recurrent are not made by the clustering by CRF. For example, the
vector methods tend to confuse the names of cities and names of players,
as they often appear close to each other and therefore share the same con-
texts. These mistakes are not made by the CRF approach, for which the
built-in consideration of the sequentiality in the labeling process (word
order and label order are taken into account) help to distinguish between
these two classes.
Fig. 3. Distribution of data in ESTER2
ground truth (number of occurrences)
Fig. 4. Performance of entity detection ac-
cording to the number of annotated training
sequences
5 Experimental validation for information discovery
In order to assess the validity on another type of entity discovery task, this
section presents further experiments on a news corpus, with a different
definition of what are the interesting entities.
5.1 Task and data
The data are from the ESTER2 evaluation campaign [32]. They consist of
150 hours of radio recorded between 1999 and 2003 from various sources
(France Inter, Radio Classique, Africa 1...). These broadcasts have been
transcribed and then annotated for named entities according to 8 cate-
gories: people, functions, places, organizations, times, human products,
quantity, and a other category.
Unlike the previous dataset, entities are annotated at the occurrence
level; so, the entity Paris can be annotated as a place or organization de-
pending on the context. In the experiments reported below, only the dev
part of the ESTER2 dataset; it was transcribed manually, but respects the
particularities speech recognition systems: the text has no punctuation
or capitalization, which makes the named entity recognition task more
challenging than for well-formed written texts. Here again, the manual
annotation will serve as a ground truth for our discovery task; its char-
acteristics are given in Figure 3.
5.2 Entity identification
Although it is possible to adopt the same framework as above and assume
that the entities to classify are known and defined, here we use a more
realistic framework: a small portion of the data is annotated by an expert
who defines the entities of interest (but without assigning any class).
These data will serve as a first step to learn how to retrieve entities
before trying to cluster them. It is therefore a supervised task with two
classes (interesting entity or not), for which we use CRF in its traditional
way.
Figure 4 shows the detection results, depending on the number of
sequences (phrases) used for learning. The performance is evaluated in
terms of precision, recall and F-score. It appears that it is possible to
retrieve the named entities from relatively few training sentences with
good results (compared with the published results on close tasks on this
dataset [32]).
5.3 Evaluation of clustering
The experimental framework is the same as in Section 4.3, except that
the classification is done here at the occurrence level. The transformation
ofMco-label inMsim is therefore just a normalization. Entities considered
are those identified by the previous step with 2,000 annotated sequences.
The results, measured in terms of ARI, normalized mutual information,
V-measure and adjusted purity are shown in Figure 5. As previously, we
present the results of clustering techniques on the same data using more
conventional similarities comparing the context and the entities (with the
exception of the bags-of-bags approach that cannot apply to classification
at the occurrence level). In order to assess the interest of our approach
to handle complex representation of the data, we also add the results
obtained by our CRF approach taking only into account the word-forms
(no other features such as PoS).
On this task, the advantage of our approach is clear. Taking into ac-
count the sequentiality appears as very important: results with n-grams
are indeed better than single words for the contextual vector represen-
tations, and our approach based on CRF, which take into account more
naturally this sequential aspect, are even better. It is also worth noting
that using the word-forms only yields slightly better results than ngrams;
it underlines the interest of our approach compared to standard ones, even
when using the same set of features, but it also emphasizes the benefit of
Fig. 5. Clustering evaluation; ESTER2
dataset
Fig. 6. Confusion between clusters and
ground-truth classes
using complex representation (including PoS for instance), that are easily
handled by our approach.
Clusters obtained by our approach, however, are not identical to those
of the ground truth as one can see in Fig 6. Indeed, some clusters bring
down the results by grouping entities belonging to distinct classes of
ground truth. This is the case for ’organization’ and ’place’, which is
a common mistake caused by polysemous names of country or town. This
is also the case for ’time’ and ’amount’ which are difficult to distinguish
without additional knowledge. Indeed, in the absence of other informa-
tion than the form of words and parts-of-speech, it seems impossible to
distinguish entities such as ’last four days’ (time) vs. ’on the last
fifteen kilometres’ (amount).
6 Conclusion and perspectives
Solving fake learning problems with a ML technique helps to bring out
similarities between textual elements. This similarity is making the most
of the richness of description that the ML method allows (typically parts-
of-speech, sequential information...). This defines a similarity in a non-
metric space that is expected to be robust due to repeated random choices
in the inference process. The use of CRF, successfully used for many (su-
pervised) tasks, appears as an obvious choice, but of course, the same
principles may be applied with other ML methods (HMM, MaxEnt, ran-
dom forests, SVM)...
Evaluations conducted on two information extraction tasks1 highlight
the interest of the approach; although we are well aware of the limits of
the evaluation of a discovery task which requires the establishment of a
ground truth, which is what we want to avoid by using discovery tech-
niques. It should also be noted that there is no machine learning without
bias, even more when dealing with unsupervised learning [33]. These bi-
ases represent the knowledge of the user and help define the problem.
The provision of information on entities to consider, the description of
sequences and the definition of feature functions are pieces of information
allowing the user to control the discovery task on its object of study.
Several improvements and perspectives are possible as a result of this
work. From a technical point of view, the step transforming co-occurrences
into similarities, which is a simple normalization in our experiences, could
be deepened. Using other functions (such as those used to identify com-
plex terms: mutual information, Jaccard, log-likelihood, χ2...) to obtain
more reliable similarities is foreseen. It may help to overcome the weakness
of our clustering algorithm that can merge two clusters only because a few
entities are strongly connected with many other nodes. Several variations
concerning this clustering step may also be considered. It is for example
possible to use hierarchical clustering algorithms. It is also possible to
directly use the similarities between the words for other tasks, such as
information retrieval, or for smoothing language models... From a practi-
cal point of view, it would be interesting to obtain an explicit definition
of the similarity by recovering λi and µi along with their corresponding
functions f and g. This would makes it possible to apply the similarity
function to new texts without repeating the costly stages of learning.
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